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Perfect for the holiday where sitting down to decorate is a beloved ritual comes a new addition to

the bestselling series with over 1 million copies in print. Packed with 400 full-color Easter- and

spring-themed stickers, EyeLike Stickers: Easter belongs in every Easter basket and every

crafterâ€™s stash. The high-quality, photographic images are amazingly lifelike in color and detail.

The durable, reusable stickers are designed to be stuck on and peeled off over and over again

without losing adhesive.  Fuzzy chicks and bouncy bunnies. Jelly beans, springtime flowers, pretty

painted eggs, and wobbly-legged lambs. Use them to decorate notebooks, cards, scrapbooks,

crafts, party invitations or create a lively scene on the bookâ€™s inside coversâ€•which double as a

glossy illustrated background. Then change it up when the mood strikes.
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Workman Publishing Company has been producing award-winning calendars, cookbooks, parenting

guides, and childrenâ€™s titles, as well as gardening, humor, self-help, and business books, since

1968. From our What to ExpectÂ® pregnancy and parenting series and Page-A-DayÂ® Calendars

to the iconic 1,000 Places to See Before You DieÂ® and Brain QuestÂ® children&#39;s products,

our wide range of high-quality non-fiction titles and products inspire, educate, and entertain readers

around the globe.

These books have a ridiculously massive amount of stickers with a great variety. They are also



color coordinated, so you can have a blue (green, pink, yellow, etc) page full of stickers. Would

recommend this for kids who love to do arts and crafts.

Agree with one of the other reviewers... Nice stickers but they are just regular stickers, not reusable.

Also they are a bit hard to peel off.

Beautiful stickers! I agree with other reviewers that they are tricky to peel back off once you have

applied them to the picture background, but I guess you could technically call them "reusable".

There are SO many stickers that can't possibly fit on the background, but they would be excellent to

use in other art projects such as card-making. Great stickers at a very nice price :)

Wish I could give this 10 stars. This is an amazing value. Way more stickers than one would expect

for the price and they are awesome!!!!

I got this for my 10 year old daughter at Easter. She loves it. She says it has a ton of great stickers

and that is has been fun to play with. The stickers are easy to reuse so she can keep making

different scenes in the book.

So cute and very much worth getting. There are two pages dedicated to a specific colorÃ¢Â€Â¦ Such

as pink, blue, orange, etc. Contains a lot of stickers

So many great stickers! Like most stickers they won't be reusable from every surface that kids find

to put them on. But they're durable stickers so they don't tear as easily as some, they're bright and

colorful, and so many! This has and will last us a while, even for a toddler who goes through stickers

quickly.

these are great books for children the pictures are beautiful and most are easy to remove
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